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Time , 2+ HoursJ

rnstruction : write answer of all questions in main answer sheet.

1 MCQs
(1) c++ was originally d.eveloped by

i '.---"* (A) Nicolas Wirith
(B) Donald Knuth
(Cy Bjame Stroustrup-
(D) Ken Thompson

*p) The operatori' I ff-THH;l"ator
(C) Eirher (A) or (B)
(D) None of these

r i\(st lft"r. a.language has the capability to prod.uce new d.ata. t]rye, it is called

(B) Overloading
(C) Encapsulated
(D) Reprehensible

{(9\ What is a reference ?

(A) an operator
(B) a reference is an alias for an object
(C) used to rename an object
(D) None of these
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(6)
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(7)
,ry\i
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t5) State the object

,1 {A) C++

(8) C++ name was suggested by

. *!^- (A) Rrick Mascitti ',
\.".
: @) Bjarne Stroustrup

(C) Donald Knuth,,

0) Ken Thompson

(e)

&-

;\f
\,

{B) Java

{C) Eiffel
.

pf All of the above
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t -' '' i
A coret uctor, is .called wheneve{

\A) a object is declared

(B) an object is used

(Cd a class is declared

(DF a class is used

Overload function in. C++ meams

' (A) a group funcf,ion with the same name

(B) all have the same number and types of argument

(C) function with same narne and same nufrber and
type of argument

(D) All of the above

S#ii

A class having no name

(A) is not allowed

G) can't have a constructor

(C) can't have a d.estructor

Q} can't be passed. as an arsument
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(10) A destrucror takes

(A) One argument

J 
(B) T\yo argument

' (C) ?hree argument

(D) Zerc argument

(1 1) The field in a class of a c++ program is by
r,*,= (A) protected

(B) pubtic

(C) private ?

(D) none of these

t

n followins block of code

if (x=100)

couf,<(,,x is 100,,.

100 should be encrosed in quotatio*

rhere is no semicoton 
"r t;;:; firsr rine

Equals to operator mistake

variable x should not be inside quotarion
',' i 

:

which of the header fire ruust
stream ?

be included rr,

default

'

use string

(A)

LAA)
(c)

(D)
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(14) Which,of the

LtrA) cin

@) input

(C) set

(D) none of

device for C++ program

folowing is

above

.t

input stateffim*.*i*=S*+ ?

(15) B5r default, the
ist'*\

\.n l
f\\ |L- (A) Printer

@),' Monitor

(C) Modem

(I)) Disk

standard output

(t6{Which of the folowins is

1, \, (A} n

@)v
(c)

(D)

,,

(1&, what punctuation ends most lines

\\ (A) Dot
--@) 

Semi-colon

(C) Colon

(D) Single quote

extraction operator in C++ ?

C++ code ?

include is required if

of

(18) The preprocessor directive #

(A) Console output is used
&at 

-l r.r trtt * i -,
t \ @) Console input is used. \*-

(C) Both console input and

0) None of these
uv,_g4r / 003_003s021 4
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(1g) which of the following is selectidn siatement fu1 Q++ ?

(A) break

\* (B) goto

(C) exit

C++ a function contained. within class is called

amember function

an operator

a class function

a method

g) switch

(20) In
\\I trA)\*\/
G)

(c)

@)

2 (a) Atbempt anY three :

i(:)t? what is class ?

' y (Z) What is Destructor ?

, 
., \ (B) What is Abstract Class ?

(4) What is Strgam ?

(O What is EncaPsulation ?

(6) What is TemPlate ?

(b) Attempt anY three :

\
1"t-\.(f), Differentiate : Procedure v/s Object Oriented

Programming Language.

(2) Discuss Rules for Operator Overloading.

^.$ b) Explain Scope Resolution Operator with example.

(4) List E:ipression types and explain any one. -t"'

(5) Explain file opening mod.es iq details-

. 1fltof Explain use of manipulator.
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, (1) what.is Inheritance ? Explain types of Inheritance

/ inbrief.

-/
1\) tz) Explaiq Benefits of OOP',

(3) Explain Function Overloadin$ with appropriate

examPle.

(4) Discuss'Error Handling Function, with example'

(5) Explain call by value and call by reference with
example.

3 (a) Attempt any three ;

i.].-' 9 What is Object ?

P What is Constructor ?

(3) What is PolYmorPhism ?

t 1) (4) what is ooP ?{'
(5) Structure of C++ Program.

t) @ What is new oPerator ?

&) Attempt any three ' I ( i)
\\' (1) Di.fferentiate : Structure v/s class.

(2) Discuss Rules for Constructor.

(S) EryIain Virtual Base Class in Brief.
.

(4) ErryIain Memory Alloca0ion for Object'

t'h,(5) Explain Copy Constructor wrth example-

r.\l(e) Explain inline function with example.

6 i: ]
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(c) Attempt any two

(1) ExPlain C++ strearn

(2) E:rPIain UnarY and

i" .Ro
; t -r t
li,

class ifu brief-

Binary OPerator Over.loading i:*

{3)

details.

Explain virtual functirlon and. pure virtual function

with example-

I)iscuss APPlieat'ion of OOP'

Explain friend function in detail with suitable

example.

(4)

(5)

-; ''
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